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Abstract. On an arbitrary tone variety, we introduce the logarithmic double
complex, which is essentially the same as the algebraic de Rham complex in the
nonsingular case, but which behaves much better in the singular case.

Over the field of complex numbers, we prove the tone analog of the algebraic de
Rham theorem which Grothendieck formulated and proved for general nonsingular
algebraic varieties re-interpreting an earlier work of Hodge-Atiyah. Namely, for a finite
simplicial fan which need not be complete, the complex cohomology groups of the
corresponding toric variety as an analytic space coincide with the hypercohomology
groups of the single complex associated to the logarithmic double complex. They can
then be described combinatorially as Ishida's cohomology groups for the fan.

We also prove vanishing theorems for Ishida's cohomology groups. As a con-
sequence, we deduce directly that the complex cohomology groups vanish in odd de-
grees for toric varieties which correspond to finite simplicial fans with full-dimensional
convex support. In the particular case of complete simplicial fans, we thus have a direct
proof for an earlier result of Danilov and the author.

Introduction. Let A be a finite fan for a free Z-module N of rank r, and denote

by X: = TN emb(zl) the associated r-dimensional toric variety over the field C of complex

numbers. We also denote by 3C : = Xan the associated complex analytic space.

In Section 1, we introduce the logarithmic double complex S£^ of ίPx-modules. The

associated single complex J2£, called the logarithmic complex for X, turns out to be a

natural toric generalization of the algebraic de Rham complex for general nonsingular

algebraic varieties. Indeed, when X'\s a nonsingular toric variety, then ϊ£x is canonically

quasi-isomorphic to the algebraic de Rham complex Ω'x. More generally, suppose A is

a simplicial fan, so that X has at worst quotient singularities. Then <£x is canonically

quasi-isomorphic to the complex Ωx of dVmodules consisting of the Zariski differential

forms on X. By Danilov's Poincare lemma [2] (see also Ishida [13, Prop. 2.1]), we

thus see that the associated complex analytic complex (^x)
an is quasi-isomorphic

to the constant sheaf Cx. We would like to point out here that according to Ishida,

(J2?x)an[2r] is quasi-isomorphic to the globally normalized dualizing complex of Cx-
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modules in the sense of Verdier [24].
In Section 2, we recall the definition of Isida's/?-th complex C'(A, Ap) of Z-modules

for 0<p<r and its cohomology groups Hq(A,Λp), which were considered in Ishida
[12] and [16] in different notation.

Section 3 is devoted to the algebraic de Rham theorem for the logarithmic complex
$£x. Without any condition on the fan A, we first show that the algebraic hyper-
cohomology group H'(X, £?x) is a direct sum of the scalar extensions H'(A, Λp)c to C
of Ishida's cohomology groups for various />'s.

When A is simplicial but not necessarily complete, we mimic the proof, due to
Grothendieck [11], of the usual algebraic de Rham theorem to show that the algebraic
hypercohomology group H\X, <£x) is canonically isomorphic to the complex analytic
hypercohomology group H'{$C, (j^)a n). Consequently, we have our main result

Hι(%-,C)= © H%A,Λp)c for each /
p + q = l

for A simplicial but not necessarily complete.
In Section 4, we prove various vanishing theorems for Ishida's cohomology groups.

When A is simplicial and complete, we have a direct combinatorial proof for

Λ% = 0 for qφp.

Hence Hι(βC, C) = 0 for / odd, while

Hlp(%, C) = HP(A,ΛP)C for 0<p<r .

In the complete nonsingular case, this was proved earlier by means of the usual algebraic
de Rham theorem by Danilov [2] and [16, Thm. 3.11].

When A is simplicial with support | A | convex of dimension r but not necessarily
complete, we continue to have the same vanishing theorem

H%A,Λ% = 0 for qφp9

which turns out to be a special case of a more general vanishing theorem due to Ishida.
In view of our algebraic de Rham theorem in Section 3, we continue to have H\3C, C) = 0
for / odd, while

H2p(£,C) = Hp(A,Λp)c for 0<p<r

when A is simplicial with | A | convex of dimension r but not necessarily complete.
The intersection cohomology theory of Goresky and MacPherson [8], [10], which

was further developed by Beilinson, Bernstein and Deligne [1], attaches to singular
spaces new topological invariants much better behaved than ordinary cohomology or
homology groups. Since a toric variety is a simple-minded singular space described in
terms of a fan, it is natural to try to describe its intersection cohomology group and,
more generally its intersection complex, in terms of the fan as well. We believe that the
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logarithmic complex will play a key role in describing the intersection cohomology
group (especially with respect to the middle perversity) of toric varieties.

There have been earlier attempts in this direction by J. N. Bernstein, A. G.
Khovanskii and R. D. MacPherson (see Stanley [22]), Denef and Loeser [6], Fieseler
[7] and others. However, they depend either on the decomposition theorem of Beilinson,
Bernstein, Deligne and Gabber (see Beilinson, Bernstein and Deligne [1] as well as
Goresky and MacPherson [9]) or on the purity theorem of Deligne and Gabber (cf.
Deligne [4], [5]).

This problem turns out to be closely related to the problem of finding an elementary
proof of the strong Lefschetz theorem for toric varieties, and hence of the elementary
proof due to Stanley [21] of the "^-theorem" for simplicial convex poly topes conjectured
earlier by McMullen [14]. (See also [17], [18], Stanley [23] and McMullen [15].)

We refer the reader to [16] for basic results on toric varieties used in this paper.
Thanks are due to Dr. M.-N. Ishida for stimulating discussion.

1. Logarithmic double complex. Let A be a finite fan for a free Z-module N of
rank r, and denote by X: = TN emb(zl) the associated r-dimensional toric variety over
the field C of complex numbers. The complement D: = X\TN of the algebraic torus
TN: = N®zC* = (C*)r is a Weil divisor on X but is not necessarily a Cartier divisor.
The dual Z-module M: = Homz(iV, Z), with the canonical bilinear pairing < , > :
MxN-+Z, is isomorphic to the character group of the algebraic torus TN. For each
meM we denote the corresponding character by tm: TN-^C* (which was denoted by
e(m) in [16]), and identify C[M]:= ®meMCtm with the group algebra of M over C.
Hence TN is the group of C-valued points of the group scheme Spec(C[M]).

Each ne N gives rise to a C-derivation δn of C[_M] defined by δn(tm): = <ra, ή)tm.
Consequently, we have a canonical isomorphism to the Lie algebra

hence an ̂ ^-isomorphism ΘX®ZN ^ Θx ( — log D), where the right hand side is the sheaf
of germs of algebraic vector fields on X with logarithmic zeros along the Weil divisor
D. Its dual Ωx(logD) is the sheaf of germs of algebraic 1-forms with logarithmic poles
along D, and we get an ^^-isomorphism

dtm

Θx(g)zM^>ΩUlogD), 1 ® W J H — .
tm

Taking the exterior product, we thus get an (^-isomorphism 0x ® Z Λ ^ ^ ^iθ°8 ^)
The exterior differentiation d on the right hand side corresponds to the operation
on the left hand side which sends a /?-form tm® mx A /\mv to the (/>+l)-form
tm ® m A mγ A Λ mp (cf. [16, Chap. 3]).

Recall that the set of ΓN-orbits in X is in one-to-one correspondence with A by the
map which sends each σeA to the T^-orbit
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orb(σ) = Spec(C[Mnσ1]) = TN/Z(Nnσ).

The closure F(σ) in X of orb(σ) is known to be a toric variety with respect to a fan

for the Z-module N/Z(N n σ). Namely,

V(σ) = TN/Z(N n σ ) emb({(τ + ( - σ))/Rσ | τ e Starσ(Λ)}),

where J?σ = σ + ( — (j) is the smallest /?-subspace containing σ of NR: = N®ZR, while

Starσ(zl): = {τeJ I τ>σ}. Hence Z)(σ): = K(σ)\orb(σ) is a Weil divisor on V(σ). In

particular, we have orb({0}) = TN, D({0}) = D and V({0}) = X.

For each integer q with 0<q<r, denote Δ{q)\ = {σeΔ |dim σ = q}. For each pair

of integers /?, #, let

^/*: = Θ flfcf (log/>(*)) = Θ 0viσ)®zAP~9(M"°±) i f

σeA(q)

and J2™ = O otherwise. 4 : JS?/ «-»JS?/+*•« is defined to be the direct sum of the exterior

differentiation for each σeJfa). We define rfπ: JS?/ «-*JS?/ «+ 1 as follows: The

(σ, τ)-component of </u for σe A(q) and τe Δ{q+ 1) is defined to be zero when σ is not

a face of τ. On the other hand, if σ is a face of τ, then a primitive element neN is

uniquely determined modulo NnRσ so that τ + ( — σ) = /?>0« + /?σ. M n τ 1 is a

Z-submodule of corank one in M n σ1. The (σ, τ)-component of dn in this case is then

defined to be the tensor product of the restriction homomorphism ®v(σ)-+@v(τ) with the

interior product with respect to n. Namely, an element in the σ-component of <£$Ά of

the form

q , m,m1eMnσ1, m2,

is sent to tm® <jnuri)m2Λ Λmp-q if me Mnτ1, and to 0 otherwise. du is the

Poincare residue map.

dlodl = 0 and dι o dιγ + dn o ίή = 0 are obvious, while ίή, o rfπ = 0 was shown in Ishida

[12, Lemma 1.4 and Prop. 1.6]. Consequently, we get a double complex ^' of

(Px-modules, which we call the logarithmic double complex for the toric variety X. The

associated single complex is denoted by S£χ and is called the logarithmic complex for X.

For simplicity, we denote by 9C: = A™ the complex analytic space associated to the

toric variety X=

THEOREM 1.1. If A is a simplicial fan, then we have a quasi-ίsomorphism Cx c*

)a n.

PROOF. It suffices to prove the assertion when X is affine, and there is an easy

proof in that case. However, we here give a direct proof valid for general X.

Let ύ'χ: =j+Ω\j be the complex of d?x-modules consisting of the Zariski differential
forms on X, where j : U^X is the open immersion of the smooth locus U of X. By
Danilov's Poincare lemma [2] (see also Ishida [13, Prop. 2.1]), we have a quasi-
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isomorphism C^^(Ω^)an for an arbitrary fan A. Furthermore, if A is simplicial, then
by [16, Theorem 3.6] we have a quasi-isomorphism Ω£~ J£?/'* for each fixed p. q.e.d.

REMARK. In [16], if/'* was denoted by X"(X;p).
As for an arbitrary fan A for N^(Z)r which need not be simplicial, Ishida has a

proof for the following amazing result: (i?χ)an[2r] is quasi-isomorphic to the globally
normalized dualizing complex 3ίx of Cy modules in the sense of Verdier [24]. The point of
this result of Ishida's lies in the fact that the dualizing complex 3ι'x can be expressed
in terms of a complex comprizing of algebraic and coherent 0^-modules. Analogously,
Ishida [12, Theorem 3.3] and [13, Theorem 5.4] earlier showed £χ'9[r] to be quasi-
isomorphic to the globally normalized dualizing complex of 0^-modules.

The following is a toric generalization of a result due to Grothendieck and Deligne
[3, I, §3 and §6] on the complement in a smooth variety of a divisor with normal
crossings.

PROPOSITION 1.2. Let j be the open immersion of TN into a toric variety X, and
denote by yan: (TN)Άn-*XΛn the corresponding open immersion of complex analytic spaces.
Then we have a canonical quasi-isomorphism

RJlnC{TN)^(Ωx(log D)Γ = ((9XΓ ®Z/\M

and canonical isomorphisms

H'((TNΓ, Q =

where H'(X, Ωx(\ogD)) is the hypercohomology group of the complex Ω*(log D) consist-
ing of Θx-modules.

PROOF. We may assume X to be smooth, since Ω*(log D) = Θx ®Z/\M and since
toric singularities are rational so that Rf*Θx> = Θx holds for any equivariant resolution
of singularities/: A"'-^ (see, for instance, [16, Cor. 3.9] and Ishida [13, Cor. 3.3]).
Consequently, D: = Jf\ TN is a divisor with simple normal crossings on a smooth X as
in the situation dealt with by Grothendieck and Deligne. Let us repeat their proof here
for convenience.

For the proof of the first assertion, we may obviously assume X to be affine as well,
hence yan is a Stein morphism. By the Poincare lemma, we thus have

KJ * c(ΓN)*n — KJt {UTN) -J * K^τN)

The term on the extreme right hand side is canonically quasi-isomorphic to (β^(log Z)))an

by Deligne [3, Lemma 6.9].
As for the second assertion, note that the equality //'((ΓN)an, C) = /\MC itself is

well-known, where MC\ = M®ZC. To show the whole set of the equalities, we start
with the consequence
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of the first assertion. The term on the extreme right hand side is canonically iso-

morphic to the algebraic hypercohomology group H'(X, Ω'x(log D)) by Deligne [3,

Thm. 6.2]. Since Ώχ(log D) = ΘX®Z/\M has 0x-coherent components, the algebraic

hypercohomology group in question coincides with the cohomology group of the single

complex associated to the Cech double complex C'(^, Ω*(log D)) with respect to the

7>stable affine open covering <W\ = {Uσ\σeA} with Uσ: = Spec(C[M n σ v ]). Moreover,

TN has a canonical algebraic action on the Cech double complex, which gives rise

to an eigenspace decomposition

£ (Φ, Ωx(\ogD))= 0 C'(<%, Ωj(logD))m

meM

with respect to the characters meM of TN. As a result, we have an eigenspace de-

composition

H'(X,Ωx(\ogD))= 0 H'(X,Ωx(\ogD))m

meM

for the hypercohomology group as well.

For /ίj/Owe have H'(X, Ωx(log D))m = 0, since the ra-th component dm of the

exterior differentiation is the exterior multiplication by w, hence is exact.

On the other hand, for m = 0 we have d0 = 0, hence the Cech double complex is

a direct sum of the complexes C'(<%,Ωx(\ogD))0 for 0<p<r. Since Ω£(logZ>) =

Ox ®Z/\PM and since

as we recall later in Lemma 3.2, we conclude that

H(X, Ωx(logD))o = H°(X, Ωx(logD))o = /\MC .

q.e.d.

Applying Proposition 1.2 to the immersion yσ: ortKσ)-^ for each σeA, we get

the following:

COROLLARY 1.3. For each fixed q, we have a canonical quasi-isomorphism

σeΔ(q)

where [_ — q~] denotes the degree shift to the right by q.

2. Ishida's complexes. Let A be a finite fan for a free Z-module N of rank r,

and for 0 < q < r denote A{q): = {σ e A | dim σ = q] as before.

For each integer p with 0<p<r, Ishida's p-th complex C'(A9 Λp) of Z-modules is

defined as follows:
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Cq(A,Λp): = © /\p-q(Mnσ±) if 0<q<p,
σeΔ(q)

and Cq(A, Λp) = 0 otherwise. For σeA(q) and τeA(q+1), the (σ, τ)-component of the

coboundary map

δ:Cq(A,Λp) = 0 /\p-q(Mr\σλ)-+Cq+1(A,Λp)= 0 /\p~q-\M nτ 1)

is defined to be 0 if σ is not a face of τ. On the other hand, if σ is a face of τ, then a

primitive element neN is uniquely determined modulo TVn/?σ so that τ + ( — σ) =

R>on + Rσ. The (σ, τ)-component of δ in this case is defined to be the interior product

with respect to this n. Namely, the element m1 Am2Λ Λ m p - q with m1eMnσ± and

m2, ..^rrip^qEMoτ1 is sent to <m l 5 n)m2/\ Λmp-q. As Ishida [12, Prop. 1.6]

showed, 5 o<5 = 0 holds so that C'(A,ΛP) is a complex of Z-modules. We denote its

cohomology group by H'(Δ9 Λp). We will be mainly concerned with their scalar exten-

sions C'(A, Λ%, C'(A, Λp)c, H'(A, Λ%, H\A, Λp)c to Q and C

By definition, we have H9(A, Λp) = 0 unless 0<q<p.

REMARK. In [16, §3.2], C'(A, Ap) and H'(Δ, Ap) were denoted by C\A\ p) and

H\Δ\ p), respectively.

As in [17], we can define a similar complex C'(Π, <&p) of R-vector spaces for a

sίmplicial polyhedral cone decomposition Π of an it-vector space endowed with a

marking for each one-dimensional cone in 77. Note, however, that unless a lattice TV is

given as in the case of a fan, we cannot define the coboundary map in the case of a

non-simplicial convex polyhedral cone decomposition Π even if it is endowed with a

marking. It is crucial that for a codimension one face σ of τ in a fan, a primitive element

neN is uniquely determined modulo NnRσ so that τ + ( — σ) = R>on + Rσ holds as

above, regardless of whether τ is simplicial or not.

The following result is slightly stronger than [16, Lemma 3.7], and the proof is

similar to that for [17, Prop. 3.5], which concerns analogous /^-coefficient cohomology

groups for the simplicial polyhedral cone decomposition consisting of the faces of a

simplicial cone in a finite dimensional /^-vector space:

PROPOSITION 2.1. Let π be a simplicial rational polyhedral cone in NR. Then for

each 0<p<r, the cohomology group of Ishida s p-th complex for the fan Γπ consisting

of all the faces of π satisfies

where MQ: = M ® z Q.

3. The algebraic de Rham theorem. In this section, we denote by X: = TN emb(J)
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the r-dimensional toric variety over C corresponding to a finite fan A for N^Zr. For

simplicity, we again denote the corresponding complex analytic space by 3Γ: = XΛn.

PROPOSITION 3.1. For an arbitrary fan Δ which need not be complete nor simplicίal,

the hypercohomology group of the logarithmic complex ££x has a direct sum decomposition

Hl(X,£%)= 0 H\Δ,Λp)c for each I.
p + q = l

PROOF. Consider the Testable affine open covering <%: = {Uσ\σeA} of Z with

Uσ: = SpQc(ClMnσv]). We know that (cf. [16])

Uσon Uσi n n Uσq = Uσonσιn... n<Tq f o r a l l σ0, σl9...,σqeΔ.

Since each component of J ^ is a coherent 0x-module, the hypercohomology group

H'(X9 £?χ) coincides with the cohomology group of the single complex associated to

the Cech double complex C'(^r, J2£) with respect to the affine open covering °U.

Because of the canonical algebraic action of the algebraic torus TN on C'{%, Jέfj),

we have the eigenspace decomposition

£•(?, Sex) = 0 <?•(*, 5£x)m hence H(X,S£x) = 0 H(X,S£x)m

meM meM

with respect to the characters meM. Let us consider the triple complex

Tj'X with

The differential for / is the m-th component δm of the Cech coboundary δ, while those

for p and q are the m-ίh components (d^m and (dn)m of dλ and dn, respectively.

H\X, S£x)m is the cohomology group of the single complex associated to £'£'. For

mφO, we have H(X, &x)m = 0, hence H(X, &X) = H'(X, <£x\ is 7>invariant. Indeed,

since (d^m is the exterior multiplication by m, the complex (£„ '* , (rf^J is acyclic for

all / and q. Consequently, the cohomology group vanishes for the single complex

associated to the triple complex C'^'\

On the other hand, for ra = 0 we have (dι)0 = 0, hence ί*6*'*= 0 P ^ o P ' ' is a direct

sum of double complexes. Since J^fΛ is a direct sum of coherent sheaves of the form

®v(σ)> w e s e e by Lemma 3.2 below that the cohomology group of the single complex

associated to Q p ' * coincides with that of H°(X, ^'')0 = C\Δ, Λp)c. Consequently, the

cohomology group H'(X, J£X) = H'(X, J£x)0 of the single complex associated to £ j j v is

the direct sum of H'(Δ9 Λp)c as claimed. q.e.d.

LEMMA 3.2. For any toric variety V with respect to an algebraic torus TN, the

TN-invariant part of the cohomology group for the structure sheaf Θv satisfies
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PROOF. Demazure and Danilov gave a general description of the eigenspace
H'(V, L)m, with respect to a character m, of the ΓN-action on the cohomology group
of an equivariant line bundle L on V in terms of the corresponding support function
(see, for instance, [16, Thm. 2.6]). The present lemma is the special case L = ΘV and m = 0.

q.e.d.

We are now ready to state a generalization, in the toric context, of the algebraic
de Rham theorem due to Grothendieck [11]. An algebro-geometric proof valid in the
case of complete nonsingular fans can be found in Danilov [2] and in [16, Theorem 3.11].

THEOREM 3.3 (the algebraic de Rham theorem). For a simplicial/α« Δ which need
not be complete, we have the following for each I:

p + q = l

where the second term from the left is the corresponding analytic hyper cohomology group.

PROOF. The first equality follows from Theorem 1.1, while the third is a con-
sequence of Proposition 3.1. To show the second equality, we mimic the proof due to
Grothendieck [11] in the case of the usual de Rham complex on smooth algebraic
varieties.

There is a canonical homomorphism from the spectral sequence

E™ : = Hq(X, &ξ) => Hp+q(X, J2£)

for the algebraic hypercohomology to the spectral sequence

for the complex analytic hypercohomology. To show that the homomorphism between
the hypercohomology groups is an isomorphism, we may assume X to be affine, since
the algebraic (resp. complex analytic) hypercohomology group is the cohomology group
of the single complex associated to the Cech double complex with respect to the affine
open covering °U (resp. the corresponding Stein open covering (^)an) as in the proof of
Proposition 3.1.

We thus assume Ar=£/π: = Spec(C[Mnπv]) for a simplicial rational cone πczNR,
hence A — Tπ.

By Propositions 3.1 and 2.1, we have

p + q = l

for each /. We are done in view of

by Theorem 1.1 and Danilov [2, Lemma 12.3]. q.e.d.
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REMARK. Suppose A is an arbitrary finite fan which need not be simplicial nor
complete. In view of the Verdier duality [24] and Ishida's result mentioned in the
remark after Theorem 1.1, we have

H\X9 {Xϊn^HXX, ^ [ - 2 r ] ) = Homc(jyc

2>-I(aΓ, C), C),

where the extreme right hand side is the dual of the cohomology group with compact
support. Consequently, if we can show

Hom c (//f- i ((C/ π Γ,0,C)= Θ H«(Γπ,Λ
p)c with Uπ: = TN emb(Γπ)

p + q = l

for an arbitrary strongly convex rational polyhedral cone πaNR which need not be
simplicial, then Theorem 3.3 could be generalized for an arbitrary fan in the form

Homc(HΪr-ϊ&,C\C) = HX%Λ&xTn) = Hι(X,&x)= θ H\Δ9Λ*)C.
p + q = l

4. Vanishing theorems. Analogs of the following were proved in Danilov [2] and
[16, Theorem 3.11] for complete nonsingular fans by means of the algebraic de Rham
theorem, and then directly in [17, Theorem 4.1] for complete simplicial polyhedral cone
decompositions endowed with markings:

PROPOSITION 4.1. Let A be a simplicial and complete fan for N^Zr. Then for all
p with 0 <p <r we have

% for qΦp.

Moreover for all p, we have a perfect pairing

HP(A, Λ% x Hr~p(A, Ar~% -> H\Δ, Λ%^/\rMQ .

Consequently, the corresponding toric variety X: = TN emb(zl) satisfies H\Xan, C) = 0for
odd I, while

for 0<p<r.

PROOF. We just indicate necessary modifications of the proof of [ 17, Theorem 4.1].
We introduce a first quadrant double complex (K'\ d\ d") as follows: For

nonnegative integers / and j , let

KiJ:=
φeΔ(r-i) σeA(j)

σ~<φ

where det φ: =/\dimφ(N n Rφ) is the orientation Z-module of rank one, and (det φ ) " 1

is its dual Z-module. If φ ε A(k— 1) is a facet of φ eA(k), we have mutually dual nonzero
orientation Z-homomorphisms

det φ -• det φ and (det φ) ~ * -• (det φ) ~x
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in the following manner: A primitive element neN is uniquely determined modulo
NπRφ so that φ + ( — ψ) = R>on + Rψ. Then n1 A Λ/ik_1edet φ is sent to
ΠAΠ1 A Λ ^ ^ e d e t φ.

For zl(y) 9 σ<φ e Δ(r — ΐ) and Δ(j)s σ'^ψ e Δ(r — i— 1), we define the component of
d': KiJ-+Ki + 1J with respect to (φ, σ) and (^, σ') to be nonzero only when φ>ι/f ><τ = σ'
and to be equal to (-1) J times the dual orientation Z-homomorphism (detφ)" 1-^
(det^)" 1 tensored with the identity map for ^ ^ ' ( M n σ 1 ) . On the other hand, for
Δ(J) sσKφsΔ{r — ϊ) and Δ(j+1) aτ^φ'eΔ(r — i), we define the component of d": KιJ->
KiJ+1 with respect to (φ, σ) and (φ\ τ) to be nonzero only when φ = φ'^τ^σ and to
be equal to the tensor product of the homomorphism /\p~j(Mnσ±)->/\p~'j~1 (M nτ1)
appearing in the definition of Ishida's p-th complex, with the identity map for
(detφ)"1. It is easy to show that (d')2 = {d")2 = d'd" + d"d' = 0, hence K'' is a double
complex of Z-modules.

Its scalar extension K'£ to Q turns out to satisfy

since

i = 0

for all σeΔ(j). Hence we get

\Δ9Λ% Ϊ = 0

Consequently, by one of the two spectral sequences for the double complex, we see that
the associated single complex (K'Q, d' + d") has the cohomology group

Hk(K'Q) = H\Δ,Λp)Q for all k.

On the other hand, for each fixed i, we have an isomorphism of complexes

K% = θ (C'(Γφ, Λ*) ®z(det φ)-%,
φeΔ(r-i)

the coboundary map for the left hand side being d'\ while that for the right hand side
is δ®id. Thus by Proposition 2.1, we get

hence

) = 0 for
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Consequently, we have

H\Δ9 Λ% = H\KQ) = HkMKϊ))

for all k. The extreme left hand side is nonzero only when 0<k<p, while the extreme
right hand side is nonzero only when p<k.

The asserted perfect pairing is a consequence of the canonical identification,
as in [17, Thm. 4.1], of the β-dual of Hp(A9A% = Hp(H?l(K^)) with (/\rNQ)®Q

Hr~p(A, Λr~p)Q. The rest of the assertion follows from Theorem 3.3. q.e.d.

The following is an important generalization, due to Ishida, of our earlier result
stated as Corollary 4.4 later.

THEOREM 4.2 (Ishida). Let A be a finite simplicial fan for N=Zr which may not
be complete. If there exist a finite complete simplicial fan A and a ρeA{\) such that
A = A \ Starp(A), then

H%A,Λ% = 0 for all qΦp .

Consequently, the corresponding toric variety X: = TN emb(zl) satisfies Hι(X*n, C) = 0for
odd /, while

H2p(XΛn,C) = Hp(A9Λ
p)c for 0<p<r.

PROOF. Since Starp(A) (resp. A) is a star closed subset (resp. a subcomplex) of A,
we have an exact sequence of complexes

0 -• C(Starp(J), Λp) -» C(J, Λp) -• C(Δ, Λp)-+0.

Consider the projection N-+N: = N/Z(Nnp). For each σeStarp(J), its image
σ: = (σ + (— p))/Rp under the projection NR^NR is a strongly convex rational polyhedral
cone, and

Σ: = {σ I σeStarp(J)}

is a finite complete simplicial fan for N. The dual of N is M=Mnp1, hence
M n σ1 = M n σ1 holds for each σ e Starp(A). Consequently, we have an isomorphism of
complexes

C"X(Σ9 Ap~x) -^> C'(Starp(J), Ap).

In view of Proposition 4.1 applied to Γ, we thus have i/9(Starp(J), Ap)Q = 0 for qΦp.
Again by Proposition 4.1 applied this time to J, we have Hq(A, ΛP)Q = 0 for qφp.
Hence we get Hq(A, Λp)Q = 0 for qφp— 1, p as well as a long exact sequence

0^Hp-\A, Λ% - i/*(Starp(2), Λ% ^ HP(A, Λ% ^ H*{Δ, Λ% ^ 0 .

In particular, the vanishing of Hp~ί(A, ΛP)Q is equivalent to the injectivity of

#p(Starp( J), Λ% -+ Hp(A, Λ% .
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To show the latter, we now introduce another finite complete simplicial fan Φ for
N containing p such that Starp(Φ) = Starp(J). This Φ and Φ: = Φ\Starp(Φ) turn out to
be easier to handle, and we will be able to show Hq(Φ, Λp)Q = 0 for qΦp in Lemma 4.3
below. Hence by the same argument as above applied to Φ instead of Δ we have the
injectivity of

i/*(Starp(Φ), Λ% -> H*{Φ9 Λ% .

Clearly, there exists a finite simplicial complete fan Δ' for TV which is a subdivision of
both Δ and Φ such that Starp(Δ') = Starp(Δ) = Starp(Φ).

We claim the injectivity of the canonical homomorphisms

Hp(l Λ%->HP(Δ\ Λ% and HP(Φ, Λ%->HP(Δ\ Λ%

induced by the subdivisions. Consequently, we would get the injectivity of

#*(Starp( J), Λ% - HP(Δ, Λ% ,

since the canonical homomorphism from

/F(Starp(Φ), Λ% = H>(βteip(X), Λ% = Hp(Starp(Δ% Λ%

to HP{Φ, ΛP)Q is injective as above.
As for the proof of the above claim, it obviously suffices to prove the injectivity

of the scalar extension to C of the canonical homomorphisms in question. Let X, X', Ϋ
be the complete toric varieties associated to the fans Δ,Δ\Φ, respectively, and denote
by / : X'-+X and g: .?'-> Ϋ the equivariant proper birational morphisms associated to
the subdivisions of the fans. By Theorem 3.3 and Proposition 4.1, we have

HP(Φ, Λp)c = H2p((Ϋ)an, C).

The canonical homomorphisms in question coincide with

/• : H2p((X)an

9 C)^H2p((X'fn, C) and g* : H2p((Ϋ)an, C)^H2p((Xγn, C),

which are well-known to be injective by / * / * = id and g^g* = id, where /„, and g^ are
the direct images

n, C) and g+ : H2p((Xγn, C)^H2p((Ϋ)an

9 C).

Here is how we define the new complete simplicial fan Φ for N which satisfies the
required properties mentioned above:

Δb : = {τeΔ\τ + psΔ} is easily seen to be a fan for N. It can be thought of as the
"boundary" of Δ as well as the "link" of p in Δ so that Starp(J) = {τ + p | τ e Λ b } . The
projection N-+N induces a bijection from each τ e Δ b to its image τeΣ. The cone —p
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in NR is not contained in Starp(J) nor Ab. Hence

is a finite simplicial complete fan for N satisfying Starp(Φ) = Starp(J). Let Φb: = Ab and

We clearly have Φ = Φ \ Starp(Φ) and Φb = {τ e Φ | τ + p e Φ} .

We are done in view of Lemma 4.3 below and Theorem 3.3. q.e.d.

LEMMA 4.3. In the notation above, we have H\Φ, ΛP)Q = H'(Σ, ΛP)Q. In particular,

Hq(Φ,Λ% = 0 for all qΦp ,

hence the canonical homomorphism i/p(Starp(Φ), ΛP)Q-+HP(Φ, ΛP)Q is injectίve.

PROOF. AS we mentioned above, Φb = Ab is in one-to-one correspondence with

Σ by the map which sends τ e Φ b to its isomorphic image under the projection

NR^NR = NR/Rρ. On the other hand, Φb(q) for each q is in one-to-one correspondence

with Star_p(Φ)(#+ 1) by the map which sends τeΦb to τ + ( — p)eStar_p(Φ). We have

M n τ 1 = M n ( τ + ( —p)) 1 and an exact sequence

where the second arrow from the right is the interior product with the unique primitive

element — n(p) of N contained in the cone —p. As a result, we have an exact sequence

for each q, hence an exact sequence of complexes

0 -> C(Σ, Λ% -> C(Φb, Λ% Λ C'(Γ, Λp- % ^ 0 .

On the other hand, we have

Cq(Φ, Λp) = Cq(Φb, Λp) Θ Cβ(Star_p(Φ), Ap) = Cq(Φb, Λp) 0 Cq-\Σ, Λp~ί)

for each q. We see easily that C\Φ, AP)Q coincides with the mapping cone of the surjec-

tive homomorphism i: C'(Φb, ΛP)Q^C'(Σ, ΛP~1)Q, whose kernel is C'(Σ,ΛP)Q as we

saw above. Consequently, we have

In particular, we have Hq(Φ, Λ% = Hq(Σ, Λ% = 0 for qΦp by Proposition 4.1.

q.e.d.

COROLLARY 4.4. Let A be a finite simplicial fan for N^Zr such that its support

\A\ is convex of dimension r. Then

Hq{A,Λp)Q = Q for all qΦp .
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Consequently, the corresponding tone variety X: = TN emb(zl) satisfies Hι(XΛn, C) = 0

for odd /, while

H2p(Xan,C) = Hp(A,Λp)c for 0<p<r.

PROOF. By Proposition 4.1, we may assume that A is not complete. Then there

exists a primitive element n°eN such that — n° is contained in the interior of | A |. Let

p: = R>on°. Denote by Ab the subcomplex of A consisting of those σeA which are

contained in the boundary of the convex cone \A\. Obviously,

is a finite complete simplicial fan for N such that A = J \ S t a r p ( J ) . We are done by

Theorem 4.2 and Theorem 3.3. q.e.d.

Φ, Φ and Φb appearing in the proof of Theorem 4.2, Lemma 4.3 and Corollary

4.4 are of independent interest. Namely, let n0 be the primitive element in N such that

p = i?>0( —«0), and choose a splitting N^N®ZnQ. Then there exists a function

η: NR^>R, which is Z-valued on N and piecewise linear with respect to the complete

nonsingular fan Σ for N so that, in terms of the graph g: NR-+NR of η defined by

g(n) :=n + η(n)n0 for each neNR, we have

Φb = {g(σ)\σeΣ},

It is easy to see that ΓNemb(Φ)^Γjvemb(Γ) is a P^Q-bundle, while T

Γ# emb(Γ) and TN emb(Φb)^>Tft emb(Γ) are the associated C-bundle and the associated

C*-bundle, respectively.

As in [17, Thm. 4.3 and Prop. 4.4] in different notation and in Park [19], [20],

η determines an element ήeH1(Σ, Λx)9 the multiplication by which induces a homo-

morphism

for each p. Then we have the following:

COROLLARY 4.5. In the notation above, we have

bΛp) = 0 for qΦp-\,p.

Moreover, Hp~x(Φb, ΛP)Q (resp. Hp(Φb, ΛP)Q) coincides with the kernel (resp. cokernel)

of the homomorphism

induced by multiplication of the element rjGH1(Σ, Λ1).
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